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Abstract. Year-longmeasurementsby five acousticDoppler

January27, 1995to February1, 1996[Weisberg
et al., 1997].

current profilers moored across the central West Florida

The array roughly paralleled the local isobath gradient between 27.27ø N, 84.86ø W to 27.81ø N, 83.42ø W with five

Shelf (WFS) and shelfbreak revealnew informationon the
local velocity structure and its temporal evolution. The
moorings were between the 30 and 300 m isobaths. At
depths greater than about 100 m the currents were some-

times directly affected by the deep ocean. During the mea-

surementperiod the Loop Current (LC) directly impacted
the central WFS three times, amountingto a total of about
13% of the year. For the remainder of the year the shelf
break currents had equal likelihood of flowing northward
or southward. Northward currentsachievedover 70 cm/s
and the southwardcurrents(drivenby the LC) achieved120
cm/s. Neighboringinstrumentsrecordedstrong(•-30 cm/s)

mooringsbetweenthe 296 m and 30 m isobaths(Fig. 1).
The three moorings in relatively deep water are examined:
TS61, TS51, and TS41, nominally located on the 296 m,
142 m, and 63 m isobaths, respectively. After editing and
resampling, hourly velocity vectors are available in 5 m bins
at depths of 30-200 m, 20-120 m, and 10-45 m at the respective moorings. To remove tidal and inertial oscillations the
data are lowpassfiltered, only retaining timescalesgreater
than 36 h. A more complete analysis is given by Siegel

[1999].
TOPEX-Poseidon (TP) tracks over the Gulf of Mexico
currents flowing in opposite directions. Current .reversals, (Fig. 1) provide sea level measurementsevery 10 days.
in one casetotally nearly 100 cm/s within a few days, were These altimetry data are pre-processedto remove ocean,
also found.

earth, and polar tides, as well as the mean sea level. The
latter removesthe ability to compute the mean geostrophic
velocity. Note that TP track 91 passesover TS61, allowBackground
ing for a direct comparison between the in-situ currents
The WFS is a gently slopingregion about 200 km wide. and those estimated from TP. Track 167 passesover the
From the shelf break, beginningnear the 200 m isobath, the southern WFS at an angle nearly perpendicular to the locontinental slope plummets to over 3000 m depth within 50cal isobaths, permitting the direct estimation of the local
100 km. Previous published observationsof the sub-tidal alongshelf geostrophic current anomalies. These altimetric
circulation on or near the central WFS break were typi- data are examined during the coincident time of the ADCP
cally of limited duration or at a singlelocation [Molinari records. The TP dynamic heights are smoothed along track
and Mayer, 1982;Paluszkiewicz
et al., 1983]. An exception with a binomial filter created by five applications of a foris a study over several months at five stations on the 100-200
ward and a backward 1-2-1 Hanning filter, the sum of which
m isobathsby Nillet [1976].Emergentfrom theseand other has a half-power point near 105 km. This is done to elimstudies is a description of the shelf circulation suggesting inate the small scale variability in the measurements that
that it is generallyweak (<30 cm/s), and usuallycontains may impact the velocity calculations below. The estimated
a southward component. Additionally, there is little zonal geostrophic velocity anomalies are essentially unchanged if
variation, except near the shelf break where seasonal interthe number of filter applications varies from 4-10.

actionwith the Loop Current(LC) occurs.The observations

discussedhere show a more complexstructure.
Several new features of the circulation are presented.
Among theseare strongalong-shelfcounter-flowingcurrents
and rapid current reversals. Additionally, the flow is not
consistently,or even primarily, southward. Northward circulation is recordednearly 40% of the time at the shelf break,
and a direct influenceby the LC at the shelf occurred _•13%

Analysis
The ADCP records show significant sub-tidal variations
between moorings on the shelf and shelf break. Strong
counter-flowing currents are found among TS61, TS51, and
TS41. For example, during August 1995 the velocity at

TS61 is •035 cm/s in the upshell (roughly northward) di-

of the time.

rection, following a sudden reversal of the circulation, while

Data

at TS51, only 37 km away, the flow is 20 cm/s downshelf.
Theseopposingflowspersistfor almostonemonth (Fig. 2).
In October 1995 there is nearly zero circulation at TS61 but

An array of moorings,eachcontainingan acousticDoppler 30 cm/s currents are found at TS51. Counter-flowingcurcurrent profiler (ADCP), was deployedon the WFS from rents occur more frequently between TS51 and TS41, such

as in April/May 1995, and September/October1995. The

1Washington
Departmentof Ecology,Olympia,WA
Copyright
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latter

includes

TS51

and TS41

a near-simultaneous

from

one counter

reversal

state

of currents

to another.

at

The

Papernumber2000GL012249.

mechanism behind these counter-flowing currents remains
unclear. They are not explained by local wind stresswhich

0094-8276/01/2000GL012249505.00

variessmoothlyacrossthe WFS [Cragget al., 1993].
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Unlikethe qualitativemeasureby AVHRR, altimetryoffers a quantitative means for estimating ocean currentsvia
the geostrophicapproximation. The TP track 91 contains

50

several
positive
sea
level
anomalies
withnegatives
slopes
on
their eastern sidesextending from the deep water to the shelf

break (Fig. 4). ThesefeaturesoccurduringApril/May, and
July 1995, and January 1996, coincident with the indica-

28

tions
ofLCintrusions
detected
bytheAVHRR
images
and
the ADCPs. The horizontal extent, magnitude, and orientation of these features are also consistentwith the presence
of the LC. Additionally, the July 1995 sea level anomaly
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in magnitude
andhorizontal
scale
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Figure 1. The WFS and its bathymetry. The locationsof the
ADCP mooringsTS61, TS51, TS41, TS21, and TS11, from left
to right indicated by the black circles. The TOPEX

tracks are

indicated.

At TS61 the currents vary from a nearly depth-independent,
barotropic state to a strongly baroclinic state with large

variationsin the vertical. Strongcurrents(>50 cm/s) are
found during April, May, July, and September 1995, and
in January 1996, with maximum recorded speeds of over

120 cm/s in early 1996 (Fig. 2). The directionsof these
large current events roughly align with the isobaths and
their durations are from a few days to a few weeks. All
of these events contain significant baroclinic structure as inferred from the strong vertical velocity shear, with the maximum current speeds occuring in the uppermost measurement bins. A strong northward circulation occurs during

August/September 1995, with maximum speedsof nearly
70 cm/s. Circulationin this directionoccursnearly 40% of
the time during the measurement period, but is more typi-

cally _•30cm/s (Fig. 3a). Neither the strongnorthwardnor
southward

currents

at the shelf break

coincide

with

I

I

wind

events and so they appear to be of oceanic origin. This is
in contrast to the inner-shelf region where the currents are

largely wind-forced[ Weisberget al., 2000].
The direction, speed, and vertical structure of the southward

events are consistent

with

the structure

of the LC.

CompositeAVHRR sea surfacetemperature images (not
shown)confirmthat the LC impingeson the WFS near TS61
during April/May 1995 and January 1996, whereasthe LC
is farther away from the shelf during times of relatively weak

currents(e.g., March 1995). Imagingfrom AVHRR cannot

I

I

I

20 cm/s

confirm the position of the LC during the summer months
since the summer mixed layer producesnearly uniform sur-

face temperature acrossthe Gulf of Mexico [Siegel,1999].
The circulation at TS51 is similar to that found at TS61,
though somewhat reduced in magnitude or shifted in time.
The velocities at TS41 generally do not match those at the

two outer moorings(Fig. 2). Thus, the LC doesnot appear to affect the WFS in unison, particularly for depths
shallower

than around

the 100 m isobath.

Figure 2. Velocityvectortimeseriesat 30 m depth at a) TS41,
b) TS51, and c) TS61. A 20 cm/s scaleis given below c). The
vector are plotted every two days after an additional 4-day boxcar filter was applied to the hourly data.
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matesthe currentspeedby 40-50 cm/s. This suggests
there

Along-shelfPDF for TS61

0.25
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may be an ageostrophiccomponent to the circulation at the
WFS

break.

0.20

Discussion and summary

0.15

Hetland et al. [1999,2001] suggestedthat LC impacts

0.10

on the southernmostextent of the WFS during the "young"
phase of the LC eddy-sheddingcycle generatesa roughly 10

0.05

cm/s trans-shelfsouthwardcurrent along the entire WFS
-100

-50

0

50

and a northward current of similar magnitude seaward of
the shelf break. Only one such impact is detected during
the measurement period. Dynamic height anomalies along

100

Velocity bin (cm/s)

TP track 167 (on the southernWFS) during 1995and early
1996 show a single LC impact, beginning in early July and

ADCP vs TP velocitycomponents
6O

terminatingin mid-August1995 (Fig. 3b). Both TS61 and
the co-locatedaltimetry showa 50-70 cm/s northwardcirculation at TS61 during and following this southern impact

4O

(Fig. 3b), with a southwardflow at TS51 and very weak

20

flow at TS41. Moreover, the instruments on the 31 and 47
m isobaths record mostly northward flow at this time. The
trans-shelf southward circulation predicted by Hetland et al.

0
-20
-40

[1999,2001], is not observed.Other counter-flowing
states

-60

are observed but altimetry does not indicate a concurrent
LC impact on the southern shelf. The limited observations
consideredhere are not able to of thoroughly test the theory

Jan95 Mar95 May95 Jul95 Sep95 Nov95 Jan96

of Herlandet al. [1999,2001].
Figure 3. a) The relativeoccurrence
of the along-shelfvelocity
componentin 10 cm/s bins from TS61. b) Velocitiesnear the 300m isobath of the WFS: the geostrophicvelocity uñ from TP track

91 nearestTS61 (thin line), the geostrophicvelocityuñ from TP
Track 167, and ADCP velocity component perpendicular to TP

91 from TS61 (heavy line).

to the other anomalies that are confirmed LC intrusions,
indicating that this event is also a LC intrusion. The LC
impacts on the WFS are brief and intermittent, as shown
by both the altimetric measurementsand ADCP. The total
fraction of time the LC resides on the WFS break during
the measurement period is only 13%, as indicated by the

fractionof velocitymeasurements
_•30cm/s (Fig. 3a).
While altimetry does not suffer the seasonal limitations
of infrared imaging, it does suffer from a lack of spatial resolution as well as from not being a direct measure of the
ocean circulation. It remains to verify the accuracy of the
TP-derived currents, particularly in the shallow areas of the
WFS. The geostrophic current anomaly can be estimated
from the TP dynamic height anomaly as

g Oh

uñ-- f Or/

In summary, year-long in-situ velocity measurements
across the shelf break and outer shelf regions of the WFS
show complex spatial and temporal structures. Over the
course of one year three southward-flowing currents of LC
origin were recorded. Each was short lived and none of these
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where uñ is the velocity perpendicular to the altimetric
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track,g is theacceleration
of gravity(980cm/s2),f is the

26

uñ from the 30 m bin of TS61 has a linear correlation co-

efficient with uñ of r - 0.76. Thus, TP yields a reasonable
estimate of the geostrophicvelocity anomaly and is a valid
tool for locating the LC. The largest absolute differencebetween uñ and the ADCP data occursduring May 1995 and
lasts for roughly I month. During this time uñ overesti-

-40
Figure

Feb95

27
Latitude

local Coriolis parameter, h is the TP height anomaly, and •
representsthe along-path direction.
The estimated uñ generally matchesthe ADCP measure-

ments(Fig. 3b). The ADCP velocitycomponentparallelto
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4. Sea level anomaliesalong TP track 91 as indicated

by the scale in cm. Values greater than the limits of the contour
intervals

are truncated.

The

vertical

lines indicate

the

isobaths

underlying the TP track. Arrows indicate the LC impacts discussed in the text.
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penetratedshorewardbeyondabout the mid-shelf(•100 m Paluszkiewicz, T., L. P. Atkinson, E. S. Posmentier, and C. R.
McClain, Observations of a Loop Current eddy intrusion onto
depth). Even at the 300 m isobaththere werelongdurations
of nominally small flow and a nearly equal likelihood for the
flow direction

to be either

southward

or northward.

Un-

derstanding the nature of the WFS coupling with the deep
Gulf of Mexico and LC remains an important goal and will
require coordinated observation and model studies.
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